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KEYNOTE: THE FUTURE OF CONNECTED PLAY 

 

Rob Maigret -  CCO - Sphero 

Designed a BALL that could do things.  

BB-8- from Star Wars film 

The desire to create - creators instinct - in the business world - Creator, builders, destroyers 

   

New movement to explore how humans can accept AI without the physical body - SIRI 

1. Robots should exude personality. - explored the movement in animation long before they went to the physical          

  need relationship, connection, companion 

2. Robots should be able to process information 

3. Robots should be aware of human feelings- empathy 

 

What is the problem to be solved? Human programing, loneliness, sometimes we CREATE to solve loneliness.  5 - 10 

years until robotic companions are embraced   

 

We are travelling in a world of VR- virtual reality 

Robotics exist in the real world 

1/2 of world is living in VR, the other 1/ 2 in a world with robots - 

 

 

PANEL - OPPORTUNITY FOR WEARBLE AND LoT FOR KIDS 

Moderator: Corey Herscu, President, Herscu & Goldsilver 

Lior Akavia, Co-Founder, CEO Seebo  

Mark Meyers, CE) Spiral Toys 

Adam Zheng, co-found, Oben 

Alice Taylor, Founder/CE) - MakieLab - design your own dolls 3-D printing 

 

 We are currently living in an LTD world - world is so fast passed no one can focus.  

 It is hard to engage with kids 

 When will this generation of kids reach college? 

 VR- virtual reality 

 AR - actual reality 

 VR in kid education - how does it affect kids with ADD. 

 Smart clothing - cost of manufacturing, the price/the why need to go together 

 The right topic, at the right time with the right tech 

 Compare to development of the APP industry 

 Clothing should be conceived as part of a wider net of connected devices 



 Look at MIND CRAFT for kids 

 Kids should be taught the basics of binary and computer science at an early age...as a language 

 Learn problem solving from an engineering stand point. 

 On TV advertising...30 sec to sell a concept and only 5 sec. To keep them from changing channels 

 One message to sell 

 Toys in the future will be selling services with updates, collecting data, selling the improvements 

 

 

 

Panel - Women Entrepreneurs in Wearables and IoT 

Moderator: Ellen Leanse, Innovator, Change Agen, Leadership Strategist-  

teaches enlightened innovation at Stanford - in 1985 brought Apple online 

Syuzi Pakhchyan, User Experience Lead, Boston Consulting Groups Digital Ventures - ACCD Grad media - in LA 

Stacy Moris Bamberg, CEO, Veristride - bio mechanical info about how you walk and run - MIT PHD Media lab 

Alice Taylor, Founder, CEO, Makie Lab - 3-D custom doll making 

 

 Women & entrepreneurship - if there is one female founder on a startup team, 65% more likely to be  

financially successful 

 Women are the drivers of consumer products purchases.  the primary customer 

 Wearables now - mostly men tracking things for themselves.  Need women into this are. 

 BELLA VITA 

 Focus on human centered design - talk to people, focus groups 

 

 

 

 

PANEL - HOW VR/AR/ED WILL REVOLUTIONIZE INDUSTRIES:  

like Hollywood/Entertainment, gaming, education, retail, tourism, healthcare 

Moderator: Jon Healey, Editorial Staff, LA Times 

Dustin Wish, Sr. Product engineer, Samsung’s Milk VR services platform 

Erick Miller, Entrepreneur, Investor 

Guy Miller, CEO, Side-Kick games 

Sunil Cherian, CEO, Mentor Global 

 

 For selling - just because you can virtualize the experience doesn't mean humans actually want to.   

 You lose sense of smell, feel on the skin, total sensory emersion.   

 Video conferencing helps with quick meeting needs.   

 Form factor isn't social - an industrial designer’s way of saying...it's ugly. 

 

 

 

 

 



SPEAKER 

Davide Vigano, Sensoria CEo, & Dan Isaacson - Sports Management int. 

Moderator: Dan Isaacson, Fitness Guru & President of Sports Management International, Inc. 

 

 Technology didn't hit exercise industry really until 2005 

 Now-  apps, Iphones, 

 The new frontier is in what we wear...built into fabric 

 Gyroscopes can be woven and knit into garments 

 Dr. Dave Chinowitz - calculated the cost of inactivity...$1000 per adult average 

 Blue Cross is cancelling payment for medical costs due to sports injuries 

 How to change human behavior through technology... 

 Smart sock to detect human GATE - walk 

 We now have real time data on running shoes - connecting the dots.  

 Connecting smart garments, mobile apps and mobile phones. 

 There is a vibration every time you take a step.   

 The foot is the foundation of human movement.  

 Proprietary textiles knitted and woven into the socks, convert OMS into pressure  

 Sensors need to be comfortable, washable, thin  

 Textile combined with electronic sensor, combined with sensor in your phone 

 To date, doctors overloaded with Big data.  We need more informed patients.   

 Need to make it easier for doctor to make sense of the data.   

 

 

 

SPEAKER 

Andy Wilson - Rexter & Councilmember of City of Pasadena.- Rexter uses analytics or sales productivity. 

 As city council - founder of Innovate Pasadena,  

 focus on tech innovation in Pasadena 

 Idea Lab ,  

 Supply Frame - debuting a new Innovation Lab in Pasadena 

 

 

 

 

PANEL:  HOW SMART CITIES WILL MAKE OUR CITIES GREENER,  

MORE CONNECTED AND SAFER 

Moderator: Josh Bradshaw, WorkTechWork 

Dirk Ahlborn, CEO, Hyperloop Transportation Tech, Inc 

Phillip Leclair, Chief Information Officer, City of Pasadena 

Cole Hershkowitz, CEO, Chai Energy 

Gabe Grifoni, CEO, Co-Founder, Rufus Labs, LLC 

Dr. Diva Tommei, CEO, Solencia 

Rob Anderson, Senior in Mechanical Engineering, CalTech 



 

 The CONNECTED self and the connected City.   

 Solencia - lighting, fresh air. “Lucy”-redirects sunlight indoors 

 Hyperloop - since 2013 - capsule levitating inside a tube to move really fast 

 Pasadena - smart community agenda - transportation, public safety, trans, trans & traffic  -  

o get more data from traffic signals to make available to maps and vehicles of the future.   

o open data transparency 

 Rufus Labs - data loop to connect first responders 

 Caltech - vehicles - all electric vehicles bringing students of all areas together. 

 Also improve vehicle connection to smart city 

 Chai Energy - WAZ, Google maps, instant data to distribute throughout the system.   

o Takes data from energy use meter to make available to customer.   

o Use data generated by your home.   

 TRANSPORTATION AND CITY TRANSIT SYSTEMS. 

o Now all signals are connected into a central repository of data in real time system could change how 

traffic signals work during traffic flows.   

o There are organizations taking data to create on demand info.   

o As vehicle approaches intersections, data can be fed back into vehicle  

o Public transport does NOT pay for itself.  Future Cities with satellite cities connected by fast transit  

 IoT uses sensors to monitor things 

 HACK LA  

 US GOV TECH is available to be licensed 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

 

PANEL: How Wearable Sports Will Transform the Game of Sports  

Moderator: Skky Christopherson, World’s record holder in Cycling, Olympic athlete,  

entrepreneur, documentary filmmaker, public speaker 

Joe Rogowski, NBPA (NBA Player Assoc.), Director of Sports Medicin & Research 

Dr. Jose L Bohorquez, CEO & Co-Founder, Skuplt 

Dr. Sonia Sousa, CEO and Co-Founder, Kenzen, inc 

Stacy Moris Bamberg, CEO, Veristride - bio mechanical info about how you walk and run - MIT PHD Media lab 

Paul Robbins, Director of elite Performance, STATS LLC 

 

 LA made a bid for 2024 Olympics 

 What’s new in Sports tech 

 Tracking athlete every movement STATS LLC 

 VERISTRIDE - SMALLER POWER SENSORS, IN NEXT 5-10 YEARS MAY DISSAPPEAR 

 Explosion of sensors, a growing percentage are wearable 

 Interconnectedness of sensors and data, giving actual info and recommendations to people 

 Data becomes actionable 

 Still trying out lots of different types of tech to figure out which works in the environment needed. 

 Potential to make training cheaper 



 Inventors need to work with someone in the field of what they are developing for.   

o each sport is different.   

o may work in one but not another. 

o a lot of the tech built by engineers is not built around the individual ... 

o mostly around big groups of population. 

 Must be quick, fast and EASY 

 Make sure the tech developed for athlete is READY...you only have one chance... 

o he/she will only put it on once. 

 Elite athletics and military - reluctant to publish and share. 

 Data - players right to privacy - 24 hour tracking 

 Using data for competitive edge…  history of the data of a famous athlete. 

 Personal athlete date has commercial value to the consumer market 

 Regulation and standards on claims of tech companies 

 "data not doping"  more data instead of drugs. Get a better result by using body to its natural ability.  

 Because of interest in Olympics in 2024 - bridge LA & SF - sports and tech. 

 Need small sensors to endure for long periods of time - the sensors are here - the package is not put together 

 Could certify people as "drug free" through sensors and data 

 THE GOAL - When tech is invisible to user, feedback is not data but recommendations 

 Individualized data built for YOU the individual...invisible 

 Because US Olympic athletes are not subsidized...tech in CA would give local athletes a big advantage 

  

 

________________________ 

 

PANEL: FUTURE OF ROBOTICS 

Moderator: Eiji “A.G.” Morishita,CEO of Genius Squared, Founder of the Movement Makers Mastermind 

Matt Borzage, Co-Founder and Head of Business Development of SynTouch (robotic fingertip) 

Nardo Manaloto, Chief Product Officer, Beyond Limits 

 

 Beyond Limits - AI  - works with Cal Tech &JPL 

o Not physical robots but intelligent agents -  

 SYNTOUCH - USC started - Robotic fingertip was their first 

o Digital fingertip.   

 Current use of robotics - ability to sense environment around it, thinking AI  

o Based on what I sense, what do I do, then how to I act for a positive outcome 

o Sense, Think, Act - - (self parking car, Rumba,  

 

 Future of robotics - micro Nano to large macro -  micro robotics for medical 

 Macro - smart homes, smart cities  

 Social responsibility - healthcare, - need to build in safety and security, morality, fail safes 

 When building AI - programing forgets about gender differences.   

o wants to see more influence from women in programing AI   

 Health research has very ridged and rigorous guidelines. 

 SynTouch - prosthetics that are robotic - quantify how a material feels...touch and "hand" of fabric.   


